GET A 360-DEGREE VIEW OF YOUR FLEET OPERATIONS

It’s been said that having the right connections can be highly advantageous to a growing business. SP Connect underscores that statement, enabling you to manage your entire fleet more easily and accurately. SP Connect is an Application Programming Interface (API) that can update Silent Passenger® software 24/7 in real-time, as well as update other systems with data from Silent Passenger. When you make SP Connect part of your enterprise, you’ll have one solution with the power to deliver a wide range of advantages. Through its abilities to simplify the process of running your operation with different fleet management and asset tracking functions all integrated into one software, SP Connect can pay for itself many times over. Simply said, SP Connect is an innovative, efficient and essential tool for all kinds of enterprise fleets.

KEY FEATURES

Integrate fleet management location and usage data into enterprise business systems via API/Web Services

- Send scheduled job information from an existing dispatch to Silent Passenger®, and then to a navigation device in your vehicle
- Display the current status and location of vehicles in your dispatch software
- Compare GPS fleet tracking data to your drivers’ scheduled jobs
- Integrate mileage and hours of use data into vehicle maintenance software for a live-feed of current data
- Connect Silent Passenger® and your time clock software to determine and compare punch-in time to vehicle departure time
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BENEFITS

◗ Have a complete, up-to-the-minute view of your operation, all at your fingertips
◗ Assure that your vehicles and drivers get to the right place at the right time
◗ Manage excessive paid overtime and fuel usage by matching driver routing, mileage and hours of use with work-order time clocks
◗ Save time, increase productivity, enhance profitability

A STUDY IN SUCCESS: ROSEMAR CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION

With 70 trucks in their fleet and a huge presence on their native Long Island NY, Rosemar Construction Corporation has a lot riding on the efficient operation of its vehicles and heavy equipment as well as having access to on-demand, accurate fleet and asset metrics.

THE CHALLENGE | Achieving Maximum Efficiency without Disrupting Business Operations

“We found ourselves doing the administration, installation and management of the GPS system ourselves,” says Tommy Ducz, Operations Manager. “This was totally unacceptable. It took away from time that could be better spent doing what we do—paving and construction! We had to find a better way.” Rosemar Construction Corporation needed a fleet and asset management tracking system as powerful as they are. With the scope and number of large projects on their plate, it was safe to say that they had outgrown their previous tracking program. They realized they needed a personalized service configured specifically to their business—that’s when they called Vehicle Tracking Solutions “VTS”.

THE SOLUTION | Vehicle Tracking Solutions’ Silent Passenger

Through its diverse integration capabilities, SP Connect simplifies many different fleet management functions. By implementing SP Connect, Rosemar was able to connect their database with their Silent Passenger SaaS application have them up and running in no time. Silent Passenger is the fleet tracking management solution wholly developed, offered and supported by VTS. VTS was able to take the stress out of Rosemar’s fleet management operations and has allowed them to focus on their core business, paving and construction; only with more efficiency than ever before. SP Connect also allowed Rosemar to save time and take their business intelligence and reporting to the next level. This laid the groundwork for enhancing fleet operations efficiency and effectiveness.

THE RESULTS | Worry-Free Service, Powerful Fleet Management, Increased Efficiency and Profits!

Today, Rosemar is enjoying comprehensive fleet management efficiency well beyond what they’ve originally envisioned! In addition to having a fully managed solution with superior customer experience, they now have complete control and visibility into what drives effective fleet operations for their business. Newly introduced special features allow for much greater capabilities than ever before! The Rosemar Dispatch Team is now empowered to oversee and send the best suited team for any given job in an instant, right from the easy-to-read Silent Passenger dashboard—complete with ETAs for the customer.

Accounting has benefited greatly as well! With a simple click, Rosemar is now able to compile detailed reports with down-to-the-minute accuracy for purposes of job costing, and even payroll – thus significantly cutting down on lost billable hours as well as wasteful overtime. What’s more, providing complex, multi-state IFTA data is now as easy as running a simple report! Ducz continues; “Our teaming up with Vehicle Tracking Solutions has gone better than any of us here at Rosemar could have imagined! I’m loving the mobile app for my iPhone and it’s good to know other members of the team who have an Android are covered too. I wish I found VTS years ago, it would have saved us a lot of headaches—not to mention money! I would, and do recommend Vehicle Tracking Solutions to any of my friends and people I do business with who manage fleets.”
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